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Introduction
Danièle Meulders, Robert Plasman and François Rycx

The 79th Applied Econometrics Association Conference was organised
with the specific aim of stimulating discussion on the ‘Econometrics of
Wages’. Various sessions have in particular focused on Minimum Wages,
Low Pay and Unemployment. The collection of papers in this book, originally presented at the Conference, provides some new insight into this
topic. In what follows a short summary of these papers is presented.

Minimum wages, low pay and job satisfaction
Prior to April 2000 minimum wages in Ireland were set by number of
industry-specific Joint Labour Committees. As a result the majority of
Irish workers were not covered by these agreements. Furthermore for
those that were covered the wages specified were often quite low and
enforcement was weak. In April 2000 the Irish government introduced a
national minimum wage of IR£4.40 (approx €5.60) an hour which
covered almost all adult workers. In the opening chapter, Donal O’Neill
(NUI Maynooth) uses Labour Force Survey data, along with data from a
new survey of firms to describe the effect this legislation had on the
labour market in Ireland. The author shows that firm’s prior views on
the likely impact of the minimum wage were not consistent with
reported ex-ante outcomes. The evidence suggests that at the time it was
introduced the minimum wage had little effect on most dimensions of
business organisation in Ireland.
In Chapter 2, Lorenzo Cappellari (Università del Piemonte Orientale)
use Italian panel data to analyse transition probabilities at the bottom of
the earnings distribution during the 1990s. The analytical framework is
characterised by the ability to account for endogeneity of initial conditions
and earnings attrition. Results show that both are endogenous for the estimation of low pay transitions. In particular it is found that the low paid are
more likely to exit from the earnings distribution compared to the higher
paid, revealing higher employment instability. The data also reveal considerable state dependence, that is, the probability of experiencing low pay
depends upon past low pay experiences rather than on personal attributes.
Extensions of the model to longer term transitions suggest that state
xi
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dependence effects are concentrated at the beginning of low pay spells,
while subsequent low pay experiences contribute to a lesser extent.
In Chapter 3, Augustin De Coulon (Queen Mary, University of London
and CEP, London School of Economics) and Boris A. Zürcher (Swiss State
Secretariat for Economic Affairs) investigate whether the low-paid individual at one time tends to move to another state two years later. With
the under-used Swiss Labour Force Survey, the authors construct three
panels following individuals two years apart from 1992 until 1998. They
observe on two transition matrices that the probability of being low
paid is much higher for those low paid two years earlier than for
those high paid two years earlier. In addition, they investigate this
difference using a bivariate probit with endogenous selection into the
initial state. Results on the determinants of the probability of remaining
low paid and high paid are presented. The authors investigate whether
the observed difference in low pay probabilities is due to individual heterogeneity or state dependence. Their results suggest that low-pay spells
are both, transitory and persistent events. A sizeable portion of workers
low-paid at some point in time succeeds to escape the low-pay segment
within a two-year period. But between 69 and 81 per cent of the difference in low-pay probabilities is due to state dependence and this result
provides further support to the view that time spent in low pay has a
detrimental effect and tends to cause further spells of low pay.
Increasingly in the European Union low-paid employment and job
quality have become important policy issues. Recently job satisfaction
has been used as a proxy for job quality. In Chapter 4, Rannia M.
Leontaridi (CELMR, University of Aberdeen and University of Stirling)
and Peter J. Sloane (WELMERC, University of Wales Swansea and IZA)
use the British Household Panel Study from 1991 to 1997 to explore further these issues. First they define low pay using the two-thirds of the
median classification and examine the levels of overall job and pay
satisfaction for the lower and higher paid groups by gender. Given the
importance of comparative income measures in the literature their
chapter focuses both on the actual level of pay and comparison pay,
which is derived from a nationally representative sample in the New
Earnings Survey. Second, they use a random-effects estimator to deal
with problems of individual heterogeneity in the sample. Third, they
explain changes in job satisfaction by changes in pay and other individual and industrial characteristics. Their chapter has particular relevance
to current policy issues. For instance, if low-paid workers generally have
high levels of job satisfaction this casts doubt on the suggestion that
low-paid jobs are invariably of low quality. The results suggest surprisingly
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that there is no clear evidence that higher paid workers have higher job
satisfaction than lower paid workers. This is particularly the case for
women, which may be in accord with the compensating differentials
theory as opposed to good jobs versus bad jobs view of the labour market. But it also emphasises that pay is not everything. This implication is
reinforced when the authors consider mobility from low to higher paid
jobs and vice versa. Overall, findings thus suggest that it is by no means
always the case that moving from a lower paid to a higher paid job leads
to increases in job satisfaction.

Low pay and unemployment
In Chapter 5, Anna Cristina D’Addio (CIM, University of Aarhus and
HIVA, K.U. Leuven), Isabelle De Greef (IRES, Université Catholique de
Louvain) and Michael Rosholm (University of Aarhus, IZA and CIM)
investigate whether unemployment traps affect the transition into
employment of Belgian individuals interviewed in the waves 3 to 7 of the
Panel Study of Belgian Households. To compute replacement rates, the
authors specify and estimate with maximum likelihood techniques a
parametric random effects model on (unbalanced) samples of men and
women. The estimates are subsequently used to predict wages for all individuals in the sample and to compute income ratios, that is, the ratios
between income as employed and as unemployed. Further, to assess
whether the amount of incomes in and out of work affects individuals’
transition into employment, they have estimated a fixed effects logit
model. Significant differences exist in the participation behaviour of men
and women and the issue of sample selectivity seems more important for
women. This suggests that their transition back into work is highly
selective. Moreover, a high proportion of their transitions into work are
associated with important financial losses. This problem also affects men,
but to a lower extent. In addition, the authors notice that quite a high
share of unemployed men and women that are unemployed over the
whole survey period, are ‘potentially trapped’ financially in the unemployment state since their transition into work would be accompanied by
a substantial reduction in their disposable income. This is particularly true
for single women with and without young children. Finally the results of
the fixed effects logit model suggest that women are particularly sensitive
to the amount of income they are granted when out of work.
Against the background of the deteriorating fortunes of low-skilled
workers in terms of their relative employment position, Ingo Geishecker
(DIW Berlin) analyses in Chapter 6 how international outsourcing may
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affect the relative demand for low-skilled workers. In contrast to previous
empirical work, the single elements of the input–output-matrix are used
to disentangle international outsourcing and trade in final goods more
accurately. The main finding is that, while in total manufacturing international outsourcing only has a negligible impact on the relative
demand for low-skilled workers, there are however some industries, such
as the electrical engineering, chemical, office machinery/computer and
the paper industry, together accounting for about a quarter of total
employment, where international outsourcing has been of high importance, explaining up to 47 per cent of the change in the relative demand
for low-skilled labour between 1978 and 1993.
In the final chapter, Benoît Mahy and Isabelle Paindavoine (CRW,
Université de Mons-Hainaut) analyse whether monopsonistic competition appears in the Belgian labour market situation, from a labour
demand view. Belgian institutional facts tend to show that, though
bargaining process appears to dominate wage determination, some firms
could still pay wages that are lower than marginal productivities. These
mark-ups or exploitation rates can be explained by monopsony, as it is
shown by the theoretical model. The authors mention facts as some sectors that are dominated by few firms. Using a balanced panel of firms,
they test for monopsonistic behaviour in two ways, testing for positive
exploitation rates and for positive relationship between wages and
employment among firms. They show that, even if they control for
other potential explanations, tests are not conclusive. But they still
support the monopsonistic assumption in 8.32 per cent of cases, a
proportion that could further underestimate the reality for aggregation
reasons. Considering other datasets, the authors also estimate that
monopsony seems to dominate among firms occupying younger and
lower skilled individuals. In policy terms, their results tend to show that
deregulation could not necessarily serve to improve Belgian labour
market shortage, while it probably worsens individual well-being.

